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Meeting Name: Peak Season Hotwash Government – Industry Session 

Date of Meeting: 
(DD/MMM/YYYY) 

26 September 2018 Location: Four Points Sheraton 
Fairview Heights, IL  

Minutes Prepared By: Chuck Hansen, Ericka 
Richardson, & Neal Ryan; 
Contractor Support, USTC J4-HP 

Meeting Time: 0800-1200 CDT 

 
 
1. Purpose of Meeting 
 Discussion of current Personal Property issues with members of the moving and storage industry. 

 
2.  Meeting Notes 
  
A. Opening Remarks (Slide 2): 
 
COL Ralph Lounsbrough, Chief, US Transportation Command Personal Property Division  
 
There were some really good ideas yesterday. We can’t act on all of them but we will look at them seriously. 
 
I gave GEN Lyons, the new US Transportation Command commander, an update on the program two weeks ago. 
He outlined four key lines of effort for the program:   
 

1. IT system issues – Good progress on the prototype, and some PPM moves were made.  
2. End-to-end value chain consolidation – Meeting scheduled 28 Sep at Pentagon between senior Service 

representatives to talk through this issue. House Armed Services Committee (HASC) has requested a 
meeting in February due to ongoing change.org petition regarding military moves.  More to follow as we 
know more.  

3. One single customer hotline – Intent is a toll-free number that anyone can call 24/7.  Looking at existing 
Service call centers as model. 

4. Ways to increase capacity – Market expansion, incentivize PPMs, etc. 

Not a lot of ideas developed but this is where we will be headed this Fall. 
 
B. Industry Topics (Slide 4) 
 

1.  John Becker, American Moving & Storage Association (AMSA) 
 
a.  Third-party Service Denials: Continue to be an issue at the base level: 
 

Special Crating: Approximately 10-30% of shipments require special crating for items like table tops, pool 
tables, trophy heads, etc., but third-party crating is often denied by bases.  Most agents no longer have 
wood shops due to insurance costs.   
 
Disassembly/reassembly: Some bases are denying third-party assembly services if third-party disassembly 
services were not used at origin.  This causes problems with more complex pieces such as German display 
cabinets, some beds, etc. 
 

Agents are caught in a difficult position.  The customer may demand crating or re-assembly of certain items, 
and when an agent does not provide those services due to denial by the Government, they and the TSP risk a 
poor CSS score, claims against damage, and being suspended from the program.  Some agents end up 
paying for these services themselves to avoid these issues from the program. 
 
We are not suggesting that every request be approved, but that bases use existing rules in the 400NG. 
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JPPSO-SC suggested that conducting pre-move surveys earlier will allow QA agents to set realistic 
expectations early with regard to accessorials like crating. 
 
b.  Member Counseling: Emphasized that face-to-face counseling is critical to setting customer expectations 
and responsibilities.  Noted that Industry indicated they believed more face-to-face counseling was required 
during recent meeting with House Armed Services Committee staff and that Industry being the first contact to 
member could produce a negative impression. 
 
 Observed that demos of MilMove prototype seem to drive customer to self-counseling.  Expressed concern 
that this may actually decrease face-to-face counseling, leading to unrealistic expectations and greater 
frustrations for customers who don’t understand who to turn to for help.  This, in turn, can lead to customers 
reaching out to social media in an effort to receive assistance and resolution. 
 
The Navy echoed these concerns.  The Marine Corps noted that the face-to-face Smooth Move workshop has 
been made a requirement for all of their personnel. 
 
COL Lounsbrough noted that current prototype is a minimally-viable product and will be modified based on 
community feedback as we move forward.  A suggestion was made that pop-ups at key points in the process 
may provide the emphasis needed for customers to closely read the material. 
 
c.  Domestic Transit Time Review: Conducting analysis on transit times in DTR, which appear to be 
unchanged since at least 1990.  Approximately 30% of Code D shipments are being crated like Code 2 
shipments but are still being held to Code D/vanload timeline.  Goal is to provide analysis to Government by 
end of October. 
 

2.  Dan Bradley & Chuck White, International Association of Movers (IAM) 
 

a.  International Line Haul: Rate tables do not reflect current economic environment, and there have been no 
labor rate updates since 2007.   
 
Recommend: 

 
1.  Apply Germany table to all of Europe. 
 
2.  Find a UN/EU economic adjustment factor that makes sense for a particular overseas location.  US 
economic indicators like the CPI and CEU do not apply to all foreign countries. 

 
b.  International Transit Time Review: With less vessels available today and changed routing, transit time 
tables do not reflect current environment. Recommend a review and possible revision.  USTRANSCOM 
expressed willingness to revisit international transit times at any time on a case by case basis and asked IAM 
to provide specific details for our assessment. 
 
c.  Rate Score % for BVS: TSPs struggling with razor-thin margins are afraid to raise rates for fear that their 
BVS will drop, resulting in a drop in quartile and number of shipments received, which will negatively impact 
revenues even further. CSS scores are so close together between various TSPs that slight variances in rates 
can have a significant impact. They had thought to suggest a decrease in the Rate Score from 30% to 20% 
but it appears that this volatility in overall BVS ranking isn’t really dampened until the Rate Score weighting is 
decreased to less than 5% which is likely not desirable for the DoD. 
 
d.  Visa Programs for Labor (not on slide): H-2B and J-1 visa programs have been used in the past to 
expand Industry labor pool during Peak Season with high-quality, highly-educated workers.  This practice was 
stopped several years ago and is creating some impact in the quality of service provided.  Industry would like 
to partner with USTRANSCOM to highlight the issue. 
 
COL Lounsbrough noted that USTRANSCOM has a State Department representative on staff (POLAD), and 
suggested that the upcoming February briefing to the HASC may be the appropriate venue to begin 
socializing the issue.   
 
Industry stated that they would get information back to COL Lounsbrough within a week. 
 
e.  Migration of References From SDDC Website (not on slide): Expressed concern about timeline of 
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moving remaining information stored on the SDDC website to move.mil to ensure all advisories are in one 
location. 
 

 
3.  John Johnson, National Defense Transportation Association (NDTA) 
 

a.  Tender of Service: There are differences between the way national accounts and military moves are 
managed, with greater administrative requirements for military moves which make TSPs less efficient in 
servicing them.  We are forwarding information on how national accounts work in an effort to help streamline 
some of the processes in the TOS.  We need to know what is most important to Government so Industry can 
focus on that part of the processes. 
 
b.  DP3 Communications:  Asked that DPS send less information to the customer to avoid confusion. 
 
Air Force noted that customer confusion also comes from notifications of TSP information followed by contact 
from a move management company with a different name.  

 
4.  Thomas McCarthy, National Council of Moving Associations (NCMA) 

 
a.  Background Standards: Industry is asking for one enforcement standard across the board for base 
access.  Some bases (Travis AFB, CA was given as a quick example) are requiring individuals to present a 
Real ID Act-compliant license to access a base, yet per the DHS “card-based” enforcement doesn’t begin until 
1 Oct 2020.  Industry would like one coherent policy so they can send a message out to their members to help 
them comply with the policy and prevent disruption of moves. 
 
b.  Transparency in Agent Compensation: Agents within the Industry feel that pass-through charges aren’t 
being fairly distributed, in particular with Storage in Transit (SIT). Danny Martinez encouraged NCMA to 
submit a request on specific pass through items as we expect feedback from industry on our proposals by 17 
October. 
 
c.  DoD-Centric Agents: As Peak Season 2018 winds down, base-centric agents’ workload diminishes with a 
lower volume of moves occurring.  Demand smoothing will held, but there is concern about base-centric 
agents struggling for remainder of year. 
 
Recommendation to review letter of intent (LOI) between TSP and agent as a way to empower agents again. 
Industry believes the term “LOI” has a negative connotation and recommended rebranding; suggested terms 
were “TSP affiliation” or “agent affiliation.”  

 
 
C. Branch of Service Areas of Interest (Slide 5) 
 

1. Robert Haverback, Army Sustainment Command, United States Army (Slide 6 & 7) 
 
a.  Containerized Domestic Moves: In some cases, TSPs have elected to containerize COS D shipments 
after shipment has been taken to the warehouse. When this practice happens, service members are not given 
the opportunity to inspect containers for proper conditions of packing and/or labeling.  
 
b.  Communications Between TSPs and Customers:  Multiple complaints of TSPs not providing contact 
information, customers not being informed of packer unavailability until day before or scheduled day of pickup, 
customers blindsided to discover on arrival at destination that shipment is still at origin. 
 
c.  TSPs having problems with submitting blackout dates on time: results in TSPs requesting pullbacks 
versus turnbacks. 
 
d.  Customers complaining about agents not allowing them to refute items as already damaged: There 
is a trend of members being pressured to sign inventories.  Customers often don’t understand their rights and 
don’t call for help; this is exacerbated by the Army’s current QA understaffing issues. 
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2. Kevin Kennedy, Personal Property Activity, HQ United States Air Force (Slide 8 – 16) 
 
a. Turnbacks/Missed Pickups: JPPSOs are learning about service failures from customers rather than the 

TSP or move manager.  This erodes the credibility of the JPPSO in the customer’s eyes and negatively 
impacts perception of the entire program.  

 
b. Non-Temp Storage: Capacity concerns, particularly during Peak Season. Continue to advocate for 

alternate retrograde storage locations on each coast. 
 

c. Reweigh Performance: An issue at JPPSO-SC since 2013.  Non-performance rate for requested 
reweighs has increased from 27% in 2017 to 33% in 2018.  

 
d. 0 & 1 Day of Storage (SIT): $846K of 0 & 1 day of SIT charges in 2018.  If free wait time for customer 

contact were increased to 5 hours, costs would be reduced since less shipments would go into SIT.  This 
would also increase CSS scores. 
 

3. John “Jack” Hilaman, NAVSUP HQ, United States Navy (Slide 17 & 18) 
 
a. Prototype Development Communications: Would like more frequent updates on MilMove prototype 

development. 
 

b. Key West Domestic Shipment Proposal: With the loss of the single agent at Key West, recommend 
changing all Key West shipments to COS 2. 

 
 

4. Fred Hyden, United States Marine Corps (Slide 19) 
 
General Update: Senior leadership is very focused on supporting individual Marines and the “Marine Family 
Unit” (MFU); working to increase QA manpower levels to support increased face-to-face counseling.  
Graduation dates for major Service schools have been adjusted out of Peak Season as much as possible. 

 
 

5. Michael Snyder, United States Coast Guard (Slide 20) 
 
General Concerns: Expressed concern about reweighs not being completed within 7 days.  Asked about 
additional cost to Services for increased COS 2 (about 2% increase in cost).  Also expressed concern about 
undermanned QA inspector ranks. 

 
 
D. USTRANSCOM Areas of Interest (Slide 23 – 29) 
 
MilMove will use mileage from Here.com.  Industry expressed concern that TSPs would have to use different 
mileage sources for commercial shipments and military shipments.  Lt Col Ryan asked for information on any 
specific issues that would prevent implementation.  Industry stated that they needed to do more research and would 
get back with USTRANSCOM.   
 
Industry expressed concern about the potential of business rules changing, particularly after the rate filing season.  
Danny Martinez reiterated that the opt in was strictly voluntary and that TSPs would be asked to file rates with the 
understanding that shipments are planend to scale up into MilMove in 2019.   
 
Industry also expressed concern at rapid information cycle timelines with MilMove development, feeling that there 
was very little time allotted for them to properly evaluate and respond to information releases.  Lt Col Ryan stressed 
that Government wants to involve Industry, but that the speed of the agile development model doesn’t always allow 
enough time.   
 
COL Lounsbrough stated that the team will try to push out information more quickly, but reminded the group that 
there isn’t time to create another DPS, which took 5 years to field and is still not optimal 10 years later.   
USTRANSCOM will review options and schedule regular update briefings with the community. 
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D. Session Closeout (Slide 30) 
 

 

4. Action Items 
Action Assigned to Completed 

Domestic transit time review AMSA 
Under 
USTRANSCOM 
Review 
 

Review of issues with use of Here.com mileage tables in MilMove AMSA Ongoing 

Schedule regular MilMove update briefings USTRANSCOM J4-HP 4 Oct 2018 
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